
- ADR processes have been classified into facilitative (eg. mediation, facilitation and 
facilitated negotiation), advisory (eg. expert appraisal, case appraisal, mini-trial), 
determinative or hybrid processes (Sourdin).

• This is determined by the role play by the dispute resolution practitioner.

- Not in competition with the established judicial system.

• As nothing can be a complete alternative to the sovereign authority of the court 
system.

• But rather should be a mechanism that operates as an additional process.

- Lawyers have a duty to advise about ADR.

• ASRC

- Arguments Opposing ADR

• The understandings are not universal.

- Eg. western definitions of ADR processes such as ‘mediation’ do not necessarily 
match Indigenous conceptions. This may explain the relatively low ADR usage by 
Indigenous people. This could be overcome by adapting established ADR forms to 
incorporate Indigenous cultural values.

• “Second class of justice” for certain types of disputes.

• Public Critique:

- Courts are seen as public institutions that apply the law as an objective measure of 
fairness, in which the entire community has an investment (Resnik reading).

- Settlement via ADR precludes development in the law.

• Denies the opportunity to create new legal precedents.

- Some cases where ADR is not appropriate:

• Where fraud is alleged;

• Where an illegal activity is alleged;

• Where family or domestic violence has been perpetrated;

• Where a serious power imbalance exists.

• Where there are allegations of child abuse.

• Private Critique:

- ADR has a private nature, which could lead to inequality and dominance by the 
stronger party (exploitation of power).



• Even power held by dispute resolution practitioner could arguably harm 
vulnerable parties.

• Parties may not be articulate

• Parties may not be able to defend their own interests.

• Linguistic issues

• Barries to assertiveness:

- Parties’ personalities/ relationship

- Cultural background

- Family violence

- Settlement is subject to private motivations of the litigants so justice may be left 
undone (in the public sense).

- Emphasis on compromise. Focus is on reaching accord and parties are therefore 
encouraged to ‘split the difference’. May lessen opportunities for pressing claims by 
encouraging settlement (Tyler reading).

• ADR reduces access to justice for poor disadvantaged and vulnerable disputants by 
inserting cost barriers on the way to court.

- Compulsory participation in a situation where litigation is more realistic increases 
costs and reduces access.

- Consent is often coerced; bargain may be struck by someone without authority; 
absence of trial and judgement renders subsequent judicial involvement 
troublesome…(Fiss reading).

- Arguments for ADR

• ADR should not be viewed as being in opposition to traditional adversarial justice.

• Many of the positive reasons to support ADR amount to a critique of adversarial 
nature of the justice system:

- Informal

- More cost effective/ affordable

- Faster and more efficient

- Holistic approach for both parties (more creative ‘win-win’ solutions)

- More empowering and satisfying for participants to be more actively involved in their 
dispute resolution.


